
FRQ Practice: This is a 40 point test grade. Show your work and work with each other. NAME 

1. An important method for controlling the spread of the H6N2influenza(bird flu) virus in chickens is having a procedure to determine whether

chickens are infected with the virus. It is common to apply a procedure, called an ELISA test, to measure the concentration of anti—-bird flu

antibodies in a blood sample taken from a chicken. If the ELISA test reveals a high-enough concentration of antibodies, the chickenis said to test

positive, and itis classified as infected with the virus. Otherwise, the chicken is said to test negative, and it is classified as not infected. However,

the ELISA test is a complex procedurethat is not always accurate. One type of mistake, a false positive result, occurs when the ELISA test gives a

positive result for a chicken that is not infected with the virus. A second type of mistake, a false negative result, occurs when the ELISA test gives a

negative result for an infected chicken.

Considering the possibility of false positives and false negatives for tests on individual chickens, Veterinarians have developed the following procedurefor

determining if the H6N2 virus is present in a large flock of chickens.

e Randomly select 10 chickens from the flock.

e Perform the ELISA test on a blood sample from each of the 10 chickens.

e Conclude that the H6N2virus is present in the flockif at least 3 out of the 10 chickens havepositive ELISA test results.

Supposea veterinarian applies the procedureto a flock of 100,000 chickens at a commercial egg production farm. The ELISA test is known to have

probability 0.05 of producing a false positive result and probability 0.10 of producing a false negative result for a single chicken.

a. Ifno chickeninthe flock is infected with the H6N2 virus, what is the
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b. If no chickenin the flock is infected with the H6N2 virus, what is the probability that the veterinarian will conclude that the H6N2virus is presentin

the flock? Show how you found your answer.
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c. If every chicken in the flock is infected with the H6N2virus, what is the probability that the veterinarian will conclude that the H6N2 virus is present

in the flock? Show how you found your answer. Weed gt lath 3 prt ’ hie $2 MMi ffm foo"
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d. If 20 percent of the chickens in the flock are infected with the H6N2 virus and the other 80 percent are not infected, what is the probability that the

veterinarian will conclude that the H6N2virus is presentin the flock? Show how you found your answer. @ (+) PCiaE chk} + PCF+) Qure) =. 22
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2. The graph below showsthe monthly average temperatures, in degrees Fahrenheit, for two cities—Madison,Wisconsin, and Juneau, Alaska—in the United

States.

probability that the veterinarian will conclude that the H6N2 virus is not present    
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a. Based on the graph, compare the two cities with respect to the monthly

average temperatures over the year. Address both similarities and differences

in the overail patterns. .

Similarities: Colder in winks Game in Summ,

Differences: madifon has high bighs © lowe lad.
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20°4 b. For which ofthe twocitiesis the standard deviation ofthe 12 monthly

average temperatures greater? Justify your answer without performing any   
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3. At a certain university, students wholive in the dormitories eat at a commen dining hallRecesiy, some students have been complaining about the

quality of the food served there. The dining hall manager decided to do a survey to estimate the proportion of studentsliving in the dormitories who think

that the quality of the food should be improved. One evening, the manager askedthefirst 100 students entering the dining hall to answer the following

question. ,

 

Many students believe that the food served in the dining hall needs improvement. Do you think that the

quality of food served here needs improvement, even though that would increase the cost of the meal plan?

Yes No No opinion   
a. Inthis setting, explain how bias may have been introduced based on the way this convenience sample was selected and suggest how the sample

could have beenselected differently to avoid that bias. ¥Con wenitAce Seny ty MOY add & ey btcaun Citsst joo
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b. In this setting, explain how bias may have been introduced based on the way the question was worded and suggest howit could have been worded

differently to avoid that bias. — Ywe 1% part of aueshio 19 leading lecaui (ke saus many studs 3 dast \ he Cash
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4. The Great Plains Railroad is interested in studying how fuel consumption is related to the numberofrailcars for its trains on a certain route between

Oklahoma City and Omaha.

A random sample of 10 trains on this route has yielded the data in the table below. A scatterpiot, a residual plot, and the output from the regression

analysis for these data are shown below.
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The regression equation is Fitted Value
Fuel Consumption = 10.7 + 2.15 Raiicars

 

a. tsa linear model appropriate for modeling these

Predictor Coef StDev T P data? Clearly explain your reasoning.
Constant 10.677 5.157 2.07. 0.072 A liner moAL is apprpfade .
Railcar 21495 (0.1396 15.40 0.000
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b. Supposethe fuel consumption cost is $25 per unit. Give a point estimate (single value) for the changein the average costof fuel per mile for each

additionalrailcar attached to a train. Show your work.
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d. Would it be reasonable to use thefitted regression equation to predict the fuel consumption for a train on this routeif the train had 65 railcars?
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5. When a tractor pulls a plow through an agricultural field, the energy needed to pull that plow is called the draft. The draft is affected by environmental

conditions such assoil type,terrain, and moisture.

A study was conducted to determine whether a newly developed hitch would be able to reduce draft compared to the standard hitch.(A hitch is used to

connect the plow to the tractor.) Two large plots of land were usedin this study. It was randomly determined which plot was to be plowed using the

standard hitch. As the tractor plowed that plot, a measurement device on the tractor automatically recorded the draft at 25 randomly selected points in the

plot.

After the plot was plowed, the hitch was changed from the standard one to the new one,a processthat takes a substantial amountof time. Then the

second plot was plowed using the new hitch. Twenty-five measurements of draft were also recorded at randomly selected points in this plot.
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a. What was the responsevariable in thisstudy? A wolf+ hn “Lely

Identify the treatments. S-tandemh beh, @ New bs
What were the experimental units? 2 D lors of load

b. Given that the goal of the study is to determine whether a newly developed hitch reduces draft compared to the standard hitch, was randomization

used properlyin this study? Justify your answer. Th. 2 i; behes cad OMe fadan\y ass igirecd é p fats
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c. Given that the goal of the study is to determine whether a newly developed hitch reduces draft compared to the standardhitch, wasreplication
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d. Plot of land is a confounding variable in this experiment. Explain why. Fach hiteh is only tased sa aM plot uke da ne
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